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Plaintiffs respectfully request leave to file a supplemental opposition to 

United’s pending petition for rehearing en banc and motion to vacate panel opinion.  

After the parties completed briefing on those matters, United renewed its efforts to 

coerce its employees who have religious or medical reasons for not receiving the 

COVID-19 vaccine.  Indeed, United is again requiring those employees to choose 

between their jobs and their faith or health by withholding lucrative flight routes.  

This newly discovered information is directly relevant to the Court’s resolution of 

United’s pending petition and motion.  Accordingly, the Court should grant 

Plaintiffs’ motion for leave to file the accompanying supplemental opposition. 

Here, a panel of this Court recently held that United Airlines was irreparably 

harming its employees by subjecting them to “ongoing coercion based on their 

religious beliefs.”  Sambrano v. United Airlines, Inc., 2022 WL 486610, at *3 (5th 

Cir. Feb. 17, 2022).  Specifically, the panel held that United forced an “impossible 

choice” on Plaintiffs by “present[ing] [them] with two options: violate their religious 

convictions or lose all pay and benefits indefinitely.”  Id. at *9.  In light of this 

irreparable harm, the Court remanded this case back to the district court for further 

proceedings on Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction.  Id. at *10.   

Since then, United has taken several steps to avoid the impact of this Court’s 

opinion.  First, United filed a petition for rehearing en banc, despite the fact that 

rehearing is unwarranted for interlocutory orders like the one at issue here, which 
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“decide[] nothing on the merits,” and instead “answer[] only the irreparable-injury 

question asked by the district court.”  Id. at *1 n.1.  Rather, as Plaintiffs 

demonstrated, United’s petition merely sought to delay the district court’s ability to 

consider Plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction.   

Second, before this Court resolved that petition, United filed a motion to 

vacate the panel opinion and dismiss the appeal as moot.  According to United, the 

appeal was moot because United would “allow[] [Plaintiffs Sambrano and 

Kincannon] to return to their regular roles with their usual pay and benefits.”  Mot. 

to Vacate at 2 (“Mot.”).  That return to work, United argued, rendered this appeal 

moot because Plaintiffs no longer faced “any imminent irreparable injury warranting 

a preliminary injunction.”  Id. 6–7.   

But United’s recent actions confirmed that its argument was misguided.  

United was not “welcom[ing] back those employees,” as it represented to this Court.  

Mot. Ex. A-1.  Instead, on March 30, 2022, United informed Plaintiffs Sambrano 

and Kincannon that they would be prohibited from flying to more than 30 

countries—countries to which Sambrano and Kincannon could otherwise travel as 

tourists.  And, as shown in the accompanying supplemental opposition, that 

restriction effectively prevents Plaintiffs Sambrano and Kincannon from returning 

to their positions, as they previously flew these lucrative international flights, which 

afforded them additional pay, seniority, and a better home life. 
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Thus, rather than “welcom[ing] back” Plaintiffs Sambrano and Kincannon, 

United is continuing to subject them to the irreparable harm by withholding pay to 

coerce behavior: If Sambrano and Kincannon will accede to United’s demands, 

United will allow them to return to their previous positions.   

In light of these new developments, the Court should grant Plaintiffs leave to 

file a supplemental opposition, which provides the Court with important facts 

relevant to its resolution of the pending petition and motion.   
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INTRODUCTION 

United Airlines recently told this Court that it is “allow[ing]” plaintiffs 

Sambrano and Kincannon “to return to their regular roles with their usual pay and 

benefits” after months of unpaid leave.  United Mot. to Dismiss at 2 (“Mot.”).  Yet, 

as United’s recent actions confirm, that is false.  Accordingly, Plaintiffs submit this 

supplemental brief to inform the Court of these recent developments, which 

underscore the importance of retaining the panel opinion, and confirm that this 

appeal is not moot.   

Indeed, United is actively and effectively preventing Sambrano and 

Kincannon from returning to their jobs by prohibiting them from flying to more than 

30 countries, including many routes they used to fly before United forced them onto 

indefinite unpaid leave.  Yet these countries do not require proof of COVID-19 

vaccination.  And Sambrano and Kincannon could fly on United planes to many of 

them today as tourists simply with proof of a negative COVID-19 test.  Instead, 

United has arbitrarily prevented them from flying to these countries as a pilot or 

flight attendant due to their religious beliefs.  And, through these arbitrary 

restrictions, United continues to withhold pay to coerce behavior: If Sambrano and 

Kincannon would simply give in to United’s demands, they may again fly these 

lucrative routes.  As this Court already held, forcing such decisions causes 
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irreparable harm.  Sambrano v. United Airlines, Inc., 2022 WL 486610, at *9 (5th 

Cir. Feb. 17, 2022). 

Because United has not, in fact, allowed Sambrano and Kincannon to return 

to their previous positions, this appeal clearly is not moot.  Quite the opposite: the 

panel opinion is more important than ever as United has shown the lengths to which 

it will go to harm Sambrano and Kincannon.  Accordingly, the Court should deny 

both United’s petition for rehearing en banc and its motion to vacate the panel 

opinion so that this case can be remanded to the district court quickly for further 

proceedings.   

ARGUMENT 

As the accompanying declarations confirm, United was wrong when it 

represented to this Court that it was “welcom[ing] back” Sambrano and Kincannon 

to their previous positions “with their usual pay and benefits.”  Mot. Ex. A-1; Mot. 

at 2.  In hindsight, that representation appears to have been a smokescreen used to 

convince this Court to vacate the panel’s damning opinion.  United only made it 

appear that Sambrano and Kincannon would return to their previous jobs.  But the 

facts have now become apparent, and they confirm that this appeal is not moot. 

I. United is Preventing Sambrano and Kincannon from Returning to their
Previous Jobs.

United has not “welcome[d] back” Sambrano and Kincannon to their previous

positions “with their usual pay.”  Mot. at 3.  True, United announced on March 10, 
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2022, that it would “begin the process of returning our [accommodated] employees 

to their jobs.”  Mot. Ex. A-1.  But then, just last week, United announced extensive 

limitations on their jobs to ensure that “accommodated” employees like Sambrano 

and Kincannon are unable to earn anywhere close to the same income they received 

previously.   

Indeed, just as Sambrano and Kincannon were preparing to return to work 

after months of unpaid leave, United informed them that they would be prohibited 

from working many of the most lucrative flight routes that they had worked before.  

In fact, United informed Sambrano and Kincannon that they may not bid on flights 

to over thirty countries.  See Sambrano Decl., Ex. C.  And even that list is “subject 

to change” at United’s whim.  See id.  Moreover, if Sambrano or Kincannon bids for 

and receives a flight route to a country that United subsequently adds to its restricted 

list, they “will be removed from [the] trip[] without pay.”  Id. 

These limitations have serious implications for Sambrano and Kincannon.  

The restrictions “effectively prohibit[] [Kincannon] from being able to return to 

work[.]”  Kincannon Decl. ¶ 6.  For nearly 20 years, Kincannon has flown 

international trips, which are “more lucrative with greater pay, better schedules, and 

better quality of life on the road.”  Id. ¶ 9.  Yet United’s list of restricted countries 

strips her of the ability to work on those same flights.  This means that she must 

“work twice as many flights to receive the same income[.]”  Id. ¶ 10.  Thus, in 
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addition to reducing Kincannon’s income, United’s arbitrary restrictions will also 

require her to spend substantially more time away from her family.  See id. ¶¶ 8, 13.   

The same is true for Sambrano, who previously flew as a 787 Captain to many 

of the countries now included on United’s restricted list.  See Sambrano Decl. 

¶¶ 5, 8.  Because of his extended period of unpaid leave, Sambrano lost seniority for 

bids on the 787, and must now bid for flights on the 777, where he has better 

seniority.  See id. ¶¶ 5–6.  But, despite having seniority on the 777, Sambrano is 

unable to bid for the more lucrative international routes he used to fly.  See id. ¶ 8.  

And, like Kincannon, this will cost Sambrano substantial income every flight he 

takes—solely because of his adherence to his religious beliefs.  See id. ¶¶ 10–11.  

And it will cause Sambrano to lose seniority and opportunities that would have 

otherwise been available to him.  See id. ¶¶ 10, 12, 14. 

United will undoubtedly respond that it is merely restricting Sambrano and 

Kincannon from flying to countries that impose COVID-19 entry requirements that 

“prohibit, restrict, or otherwise interfere” with United’s operations.  Sambrano Decl., 

Ex. C.  But Sambrano and Kincannon would have no qualms were United only 

restricting flights to countries that require proof of vaccination.  See Sambrano Decl. 

¶ 9; Kincannon Decl. ¶ 17.  Instead, United is applying a much broader set of 

restrictions lacking any discernable standards, clearly designed to limit the ability of 

employees like Sambrano and Kincannon to return to their previous pay levels.   
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Indeed, as the accompanying declarations confirm, many of the countries 

included on United’s restricted list require nothing more than proof of a negative 

COVID-19 test, which Kincannon and Sambrano could easily provide.  See 

Sambrano Decl. ¶ 9; Kincannon Decl. ¶ 7.  And, as Plaintiffs have demonstrated 

repeatedly, that would impose no hardship or cost on United.  In fact, Sambrano and 

Kincannon could travel to many of these countries today as tourists despite lacking 

proof of COVID-19 vaccination.  They could fly, for example, to the Bahamas, Peru, 

South Africa, Panama, the Turks & Caicos, and many other countries with only a 

negative COVID-19 test.1  Yet United prohibits them from working on flights to 

those and many other countries.   

 
1 Travel Compliance Unit, Gov’t of Bah., International Trip Approval Process, 
(explaining that to visit the Bahamas, a person needs to “add … RT-PCR test results 
or Vaccination Card”), https://travel.gov.bs; European Union, What are the rules to 
enter this country from outside an EU Member State or Schengen Associated 
country? (last updated Apr. 5, 2022) (“Travellers [sic] can enter Italy without being 
subject to quarantine if they provide … [a] negative result to a pre-departure 
molecular test … or to a rapid antigen test[.]), 
https://reopen.europa.eu/en/map/ITA/7002; Ministry of Tourism, Hellenic 
Republic, Protocol for Arrivals in Greece (“Travellers [sic] coming from … the 
United States of America must display one of the following: … c) Negative 
molecular test for COVID-19 (PCR) … or negative Rapid Antigen test[.]), 
https://travel.gov.gr/#/; Pan., Safety Guidelines For Your Next Trip To Panama 
(“Non-vaccinated or partially vaccinated travelers will be required to present a 
negative COVID-19 PCR or antigen test[.]”), https://tinyurl.com/3bsmmus7; St. 
Maarten Elec. Health Authorization Sys., Travel Requirements (Effective April 1, 
2022) (explaining that “non-fully vaccinated travelers can also enter [St. Maarten] 
with a negative 24 hr. Ag test”), https://stmaartenehas.com/travel-requirements/; 
Gov’t of India, Guidelines for International Arrivals (Feb. 10, 2022) (“All travellers 
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Accordingly, it is clear that, contrary to its representations to this Court, 

United will not in fact “welcome back” Sambrano and Kincannon to their “regular 

jobs at United with their usual pay and benefits.”  Mot. at 2.  Rather, United has now 

created two classes of bidding opportunities for pilots and flight attendants: the 

lucrative flight routes are available for employees who have received the COVID-19 

vaccine, and the substantially less lucrative routes are available for those with 

religious beliefs that conflict with receiving the vaccine.   That imposes the same 

kind of coercion that the panel held constitutes irreparable injury: forcing employees 

to either lose “pay and benefits” or “violate their religious convictions.”   Sambrano, 

2022 WL 486610, at *9. 

Accordingly, these developments underscore the importance of the panel 

opinion to this case.  Rather than vacating the opinion, the Court should deny 

United’s pending motion and petition as quickly as possible to prevent United from 

continuing to harm its employees.  

II. United’s Continued Coercion Demonstrates That This Appeal is not 
Moot.     

As explained above, United continues to put Sambrano and Kincannon to the 

choice between their faith and their livelihood.  United is thus clearly wrong when 

it argues (Mot. at 6–7) that Plaintiffs no longer face any “imminent” irreparable 

 
[sic] should … [u]pload a negative COVID-19 RT-PCR report … or [c]ertificate of 
completing full primary vaccination schedule[.]”), https://tinyurl.com/bdfs9322.  
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injury, and that this appeal is moot.  Rather, Sambrano and Kincannon are currently 

facing irreparable injury, which requires swift judicial intervention to prevent further 

coercion.   

In fact, this is precisely what Plaintiffs forecasted would happen.  When 

United argued (Mot. at 6–7) that this appeal was moot because Plaintiffs were finally 

returning to their positions, Plaintiffs responded with extensive authority from this 

Court and others holding that a case is not moot merely because a defendant 

voluntarily changes course during litigation.  Pls.’ Opp. to Mot. at 15–17.  Rather, 

as Judge Smith has explained, such cases are only moot if “it can be said with 

assurance that there is no reasonable expectation that the wrong will be repeated.”  

Doe v. Duncanville Indep. Sch. Dist., 994 F.2d 160, 166 (5th Cir. 1993).  But, as 

Plaintiffs demonstrated, it was reasonably certain here that the wrong would be 

repeated.  In fact, United did not even wait until Sambrano and Kincannon could 

return to work for one day before changing course.  Thus, United is continuing its 

pattern of irreparably harming its employees, and the only “assurance,” id., is that 

United will continue to do so unless a court intervenes.  Accordingly, this appeal is 

clearly not moot.   

CONCLUSION 

As demonstrated above, United continues to withhold compensation and 

opportunities from many employees with religious or medical reasons for not 
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receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.  And, as this Court held, United does so to coerce 

employees into abandoning their faith and their health.  Thus, this appeal is not moot, 

and the panel opinion is important to the swift resolution of this case.  Accordingly, 

the Court should deny United’s pending motion and petition and remand this case to 

the district court for swift action. 
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No. 21-11159 
Case argued January 3, 2022; decided February 17, 2022 

In the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Fifth Circuit

 
DAVID SAMBRANO, ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY 

SITUATED; DAVID CASTILLO, ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS 
SIMILARLY SITUATED; KIMBERLY HAMILTON, ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of 

ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED; DEBRA JENNEFER THAL JONAS, ON THEIR OWN 
BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED; GENISE KINCANNON, ON 

THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED; SETH 
TURNBOUGH, ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY SITUATED, 

Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
v. 

UNITED AIRLINES, INCORPORATED, 
Defendant-Appellee. 

 
On Appeal from the United States District Court  

for the Northern District of Texas, Fort Worth Division 
No. 4:21-cv-01074-P 

 

Declaration of David Sambrano 

 

I, David Sambrano, declare as follows: 

1. Around March 9, 2022, a Wall Street Journal article announced that 

United was bringing back its employees that had been on extended unpaid 

leave due to their religious beliefs and vaccination status.  At the time, I had 1

 Alison Sider, United Airlines to Let Unvaccinated Workers Return, Wall Street Journal (March 9, 2022), https://1
www.wsj.com/articles/united-airlines-to-let-unvaccinated-workers-return-11646869723.  
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not heard from United about whether I or any other “accommodated” 

employees were going to be called back to our previous positions.  

2. The next morning, an announcement was made to all employees 

through Flying Together that the “accommodated” employees would be 

returning to work.  I received an official statement from United Human 

Resources addressed to all employees on forced unpaid leave around 12:50, 

which stated generally that “accommodated” employees would be able to 

return to their previous positions.  See Ex. A.  It was not until later that day 

that I received a personal email from United, which explained that United 

was returning me to work because the pandemic appeared to be 

meaningfully receding. See Ex. B. 

3. Throughout the return process, United indicated that things would 

return to normal and that I could return to my previous position with my 

previous pay and seniority intact.  The company gave no indication that 

there would be any continued restrictions placed on me due to my 

vaccination status.  In fact, the communication was that the pandemic is 

meaningfully receding and moving to the endemic stage. The only 

exception, though, was United’s continued reminder that all of this could 

change at any point, as United left the door open to be placed back on 

unpaid leave if United after “reevaluat[es] [its] safety protocols” and 
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determines that changes are necessary “to keep [me] and [my] colleagues 

safe.” This was the same language used when we went on unpaid leave.  

4. I now know that United’s promise that we were being welcomed back 

to our prior positions and pay was an empty one. 

5. First, although I was previously qualified to fly a B787, my seniority 

on that airplane type and base decreased while I was on unpaid leave.  That, 

along with the flight restrictions discussed below, means that my only option 

on the B787 would be to bid on a reserve schedule.  These schedules require 

me to leave my home in Dallas and be on standby within a two-hour radius 

of Newark Liberty International Airport in case I am needed for a flight.  

And I must pay for my own lodging when on standby.  Additionally, reserve 

pilots are only provided 12 days off each month, whereas my seniority 

would generally afford me additional days off each month.   

6. To avoid reserve schedules, I bid to the B777 instead, which gives me 

better seniority and control of the destinations to which I may fly.  But while 

I have more flight options, this is further evidence of the injuries I have 

suffered from being placed on unpaid leave—I lost seniority to fly the 

largest and highly sought-after plane with the most lucrative routes.  Had I 

not been placed on unpaid leave, I would be able to continue flying the 

B787.  And had United not imposed the arbitrary restrictions discussed 

below, I would have more flight options available on the B787.  
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7. Second, on March 30, United sent an e-mail stating that there were 30 

countries to which I was prohibited from flying.  See Ex. C.  That email 

explained that if I bid for and was given a segment that contained any of the 

restricted cities, United would remove me without pay from those cities.  

The email also stated that this restriction will be in effect until “any 

applicable foreign government-imposed COVID-19 rules are eliminated.”  

This could be indefinite.  

8. This effectively prevents me from returning to my previous position.  

Before United placed me onto indefinite unpaid leave, I regularly flew to 

several of the locations that are now included on United’s restricted list, 

including South Africa and Japan.  But United’s restrictions prevent me from 

flying to those same countries. 

9. It appears, though, that United’s restriction list is entirely arbitrary.  

While I understand not being able to fly to countries that require proof of 

vaccination without exception, the majority of countries on United’s list do 

not require proof of vaccination.  Indeed, it appears that I could fly to 

Barbados, Peru, South Africa, or the Turks & Caicos as a tourist (even using 

my United non-revenue pass benefits) with just proof of a negative 

COVID19 test.  I am willing to provide United COVID-19 test results or 

applicable information required by that country, and to take the tests on my 

own time in order to fly to these locations.   
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10. Because many of the flights to the restricted destinations are only 

made by 777/787 pilots, and I am restricted from flying to those cities, I am 

forced to cede my seniority to junior pilots to fly those international 

locations, while I am limited to domestic destinations.  This means I also 

lose the additional compensation received from international override 

payments to pilots flying international flights.  By restricting me to domestic 

flights, I make less per day that I did before United forced me onto unpaid 

leave.   

11. Also, if I am unable to prevent being scheduled to fly to certain 

countries in United’s computerized bidding system, and I am awarded any of 

these restricted country destinations, I will be forced to allow another pilot to 

take those flights.  Instead, I will be required to down-bid, with a significant 

pay cut, to fly B756/B767 aircraft instead. In that capacity, my yearly pay 

would be $246,506 which is a reduction by $49,066 based on a guarantee of 

70 hours, whereas if I were flying a 777/787, I would make $295,512 for the 

same flight time.   

12. In addition to lost pay, United’s restrictions cause many of non-

financial harms.  As noted, because of my seniority, I previously flew many 

long international flights, which allowed me additional days off each month.  

But now, in order to earn near the same amount, I must fly many more 
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domestic flights each month to make up the difference.  This requires me to 

be working and away from home many more days per month. 

13. This burden is particularly significant because it would also require 

more days commuting to Newark (my base) as domestic trips typically leave 

in the early morning and arrive late.  Accordingly, I must add additional 

travel days away from home every time I work.  And I must pay for my own 

accommodations when doing so.   

14. Additionally, before United placed me on unpaid leave, I had nearly 

completed my training to be a Line Check Airman (LCA).  This is a highly 

sought-after position with greater pay and benefits.  As an LCA, I would 

serve as a training Captain for other pilots who are completing their training 

for the specific aircraft.  And as an LCA, I would no longer be limited to 

flights from my Newark base.  I could fly out of any base, which would be a 

substantial benefit, both financially and personally.  This position would also 

offer me greater pay and benefits, including better schedules, additional 

income per flight, and the use of United positive space travel benefits, which 

ensure I have a seat on a specific flight to and from the location where I’ll 

serve as an LCA.    However, because I cannot fly to many locations that the 

787/777 Fleet flies, I cannot serve as an LCA on those planes.   
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15.  These latest policies are forcing me to choose again between my 

religious beliefs and being able to provide for my family in the way that I 

was able to before United implemented its policy. 

16. I believe that this uncertainty is being imposed on me because I have 

remained true to my religious convictions despite my employer trying to get 

me to abandon them. 

 I hereby state under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 

accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

              
Date        David Sambrano
417how Mbauht
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From: HR Communication <HR.Communication@united.com> 
Date: March 10, 2022 at 12:50:16 CST 
To: "Sambrano, David" <david.sambrano@united.com> 
Subject: Welcoming you back from RAP 
Reply-To: hr .comm un ication@un ited .com 

Dear employee: 

Great news! We're thrilled to begin the process of welcoming you back from your 
temporary leave of absence on March 28, 2022, now that the pandemic appears to 
be meaningfully receding. Please go to https://united.service-
now.com/hrportal?id=hrm todos page to confirm you are prepared to return from your 
leave of absence beginning March 28, 2022 or intend to continue on your leave. You 
will also receive an email from the Help Hub Team. Staffing timetables will dictate the 
appropriate training and training dates for your return. Once you confirm your intent to 
return and have completed the return to work process, your pay may begin as soon 
as March 28, 2022 and you can expect training as soon as possible after that date. 

The following information will assist you in your transition back as a flight officer at United 
Airlines. Pilot Planning and Pilot Training have been notified of your return. You will be 
contacted once your training needs have been reviewed. To continue the smooth 
transition to active status, please review the following items: 

Passport/FAA Medical: Please make sure that you provide the CPO and/or the Pilot 
Service Center with your most recently updated Passport and FAA Medical documents, if 
applicable. Your updated documents are required for Training. 

Training!Training Materials: Once the Training Desk has assigned your training, they will 
notify you via a CCS message or a phone call. 

TakeOff: Learning: This is a learning web-clip that directs you to Flying Together. If you 
are having issues accessing Take Off: Learning, contact the Employee Service Center 
(ESC) at 877-825-3729 and follow the prompts. 

Crew Badge: If your Crew Badge has expired, please contact your Chief Pilot Office 
(CPO) to make delivery arrangements. 

1 
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Your Contact Information: Please log onto Flying Together>Employee Services>My 
Info/Manager's Toolbox>Personal Details to verify your current address of record, phone 
numbers, and emergency contact information is correct. 

Monthly Bidding: You can bid your monthly schedule in PBS via a link in 
CCS>Bidding>PBS or directly at bidding.ual.com. Bidding opens on the 6th of the month 
at 1700CT and closes at 1000CT on the 12th. ALPA PBS instructors are available during 
this bidding window and during the award window (18th-23rd) online at www.prefbid.com 
via live chat or by phone at 231.UGOT.PBS. 

Direct Deposit/Expense Bank Account: To verify your direct deposit information, log 
onto Flying Together>Employee Services>My Info/Manager's Toolbox>Direct Deposit. If 
you have questions, contact Payroll at 877-825-3729. If you have questions, contact 
Payroll at 877-825-3729. 

Medical/Dental Benefits: Following your return to active status, you will receive a packet 
outlining your options and have 30 days from the date on your Personal Enrollment sheet 
to elect benefits. For any questions on your benefits, please contact the United Benefits 
Center at 1-800-6 51-1007. 

Travel/ Dependent Travel: Following your return to active status, you may view and 
select travel options through Flying Together, Travel. If you have any questions, please 
contact the Employee Travel Center (ETC) at 877-825-3729. 

Outside Employment: If you intend to maintain any outside employment upon return, you 
must receive renewed approval for outside employment while actively flying for United. 

Current Mask Guidance: 

At the Flight Training Center, masks are optional regardless of vaccination status. 
However, since the federal mask mandate remains in effect through at least March 18, 
masks must be worn on airport property, in all airport locations, on hotel vans and contract 
transportation, and whi le on the aircraft but outside the flight deck by all United employees 
regardless of vaccination status. On the ground, the CDC recommends you consider 
COVID-19 Community Levels when making a personal choice about mask wearing. On 
the flight deck, please refer to the FM SAFO 20009 and the current Face Mask 
Requirement Pilot Bulletin and eye protection guidance Pilot Bulletin for additional 
information. 

Please note that even as cases decline on a local or national level, other safety 
accommodations may continue to apply, including wearing masks, regular COVID-19 
testing and restrictions on flying based on requirements for the destinations we serve. If 
another variant emerges or the COVID-19 cases trend upward, we will reevaluate our 
safety protocols at that time to ensure we're doing everything we can to keep you and 
your colleagues safe. 

Thank you so much for your dedication to United during what has been a time of 
unparalleled change. You are a highly valued member of this incredible team, and we're 
looking forward to seeing you again very soon. If you have any questions regarding the 
Return-to-Work Process, please do not hesitate to contact the Pilot Service Center or your 
Chief Pilot's Office. 
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©2022 United Airlines. All rights reserved. 
The information contained in this message may be confidential. Any unauthorized use, 

dissemination or copying of this communication is prohibited. 
 

United Airlines | 233 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60601  
Unsubscribe david.sambrano@united.com 

 
Update Profile | Constant Contact Data Notice  

Sent to david.sambrano@united.com by hr.communication@united.com  
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From: Help Hub <united@service‐now.com> 
Date: March 10, 2022 at 13:41:45 CST 
To: "Sambrano, David" <david.sambrano@united.com> 
Subject: Pilot Return to Work – RAP Leave 
Reply‐To: Help Hub <united@service‐now.com> 

  

David, 

Great news! We’re thrilled to begin the process of welcoming you back from your temporary leave of 
absence on March 28, 2022. 

Now that the pandemic appears to be meaningfully receding. Please complete your Help Hub TO‐DO 
titled 'Pilot Return to Work – RAP Leave' to confirm you are prepared to return from your leave of 
absence beginning March 28, 2022, or intend to continue on your leave.   

Staffing timetables will dictate the appropriate training and training dates for your return. Once you 
confirm your intent to return and have completed the return to work process, your pay may begin as 
soon as March 28, 2022, and you can expect training as soon as possible after that date. 

Thank you, 

WHQFO 

United | Corporate Support Center | 233 S. Wacker Drive | Chicago, IL 60606 
united.com | helphub.ual.com 

 
 
Unsubscribe | Notification Preferences  
 
Notification: PT RTW ‐ Initial Communication  
  
Ref:MSG48673165 
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From: HR Communication <hr.communication@united.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2022 15:23 
To: Sambrano, David <david.sambrano@un ited.com> 
Subject: Your reasonable accommodation update 

Your reasonable accommodation 
update 
Dear employee: 

UNITED~ 

As you begin to plan for your transition back onto the fl ight deck, please be aware that a 
number of foreign governments continue to maintain various COVID-19 ru les or 
restrictions that proh ibit, restrict, or otherwise interfere with the Company's abil ity to staff 
flights with unvaccinated pilots. Therefore, whi le your reasonable accommodation allows 
you to return to work, that accommodation is subject to the responsibility to avoid bidding 
for flights to countries that impose such requirements. If you bid for and are awarded a 
schedule containing pairings to a destination that imposes restrictions based on your 
vaccination status, you will be removed from those trips without pay. Additionally, you are 
prohibited from picking-up or trading into any trips to any of these locations. Restricted 
destinations may change over time, and currently include the following (subject to 
change): 

1 
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Unauthorized to Fly 

Antigua Hong Kong St Kitts 

Argentina India St. Maarten 

Aruba Italy Trinidad Tobago 

Bahamas Marshall Islands Turks & Caicos 

Barbados New Zealand Australia 

Bonaire Nigeria French Polynesia 

Brazil Palau Greece 

Canada Panama Japan 

China Peru South Africa 

Colombia Philippines Taiwan 

Federated States of Singapore Micronesia 

If your seniority prevents you from bidding around trips to Australia, French Polynesia, 
Greece, Japan, or Taiwan and you are awarded one of these trips in PBS, you will be 
removed from the trip and placed on AV days. If you are placed on AV days for this 
reason or you are awarded a reserve line in a Category that operates to Australia, 
French Polynesia, Greece, Japan, or Taiwan, you wil l be required to bid to a Category 
that does not operate to any of those destinations on the next vacancy bid. Additionally, 
you may be eligible for a "Hardship" pursuant to Section 21-W of the UPA. 

Your accommodation as described above will extend until any applicable foreign 
government-imposed COVID-19 rules are eliminated. The Company will update this list as 
often as requ ired to add or delete destinations that are subject to relevant COVID-19 ru les 
or restrictions. These updates will be communicated from Fl ight Operations via Pilot Mobil 
and the CCS Messaging System. 

©2022 Unit ed Airlines. All rights reserved. 
The information contained in this message may be confidential. Any unauthorized use, 

dissemination or copying of this communication is prohibited. 

United Airlines I 233 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL 60601 
Unsubscri be davi d. sa mb rano@u nited. com 

Update Profile I Constant Contact Data Not ice 
Sent to [david.sambrano@united .com]david.sambrano@united.com by 

hr .communication@united.com 
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No. 21-11159 
Case argued January 3, 2022; decided February 17, 2022 

In the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Fifth Circuit 

DAVID SAMBRANO, ON TIIEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMil..ARLY SITUATED; 
DAVID CASTILLO, ON TIIBIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTIIERS SIMil..ARLY SITUAIBD; 

KIMBERLY 1-IAMrLTON, ON TIIBIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTIIBRS SIMILARLY SITUATED; 
DEBRA JENNEFER THAL JoNAS, ON TIIBIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMILARLY 
SITUATED; GENISE KlNcANNoN, ON TIIBIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL oTIIBRS SIMILARLY 

SITUATED; SETH TURNBOUGH, ON THEIR OWN BEHALF AND on behalf of ALL OTHERS SIMil..ARLY 
SITUATED, 

Plaintiffs-Appellants, 
V. 

UNITED AIRLINES, lNcoRPORAIED, 
Defendant-Appellee. 

On Appeal from the United States District Court 
for the Northern District of Texas, Fort Worth Division 

No. 4:21-cv-01074-P 

Declaration of Genise Kincannon 

I, Genise Kincannon, declare as follows: 
1. I received an email from United Airlines on March 14, 2022, addressed 

to all flight attendants on unpaid leave pursuant to United's Reasonable 
Accommodation Policy ("RAP"). See Ex. A. 

2. The email stated that United believes the pandemic has meaningfully 
receded and that United was recalling me and all other "accommodated" flight 
attendants back to the positions we held prior to being placed on indefinite unpaid 
leave, beginning March 28, 2022. 

3. The email also stated that I was to ensure my training was current, per 
FAA and United requirements. If I was not current, I could not be scheduled to 
resume my duties until I regained currency. If my training was current, I could bid 
for an April schedule, which I did as I was current in my training. Additionally, the 
email instructed me to contact the Flight Attendant Support Team if I had any 
questions. 

4. The email closed with a statement that, should COVID- 19 case counts 
trend upward, the company reserves the right to reevaluate safety protocols, 
thereby making clear that I may again be returned to indefinite unpaid leave at 
United's discretion. 
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5. On March 28, I received an email outlining the "return to work" process, 
where United advised me to review the International Restrictions page for specific 
information regarding international requirements. See Ex. B. 

6. These international requirements effectively prohibit me from returning 
to the position I held prior to being placed on indefinite unpaid leave. The 
International Restrictions list identifies more than 30 countries to which United 
will not allow me to fly because of my adherence to my religious beliefs. These 
restrictions only apply to pilots and flight attendants who were granted Reasonable 
Accommodations. It appears, however, that only three of these countries require 
proof of vaccination for entry. However, United vaguely states that the other 
countries "prohibit, restrict, or otherwise interfere with" my ability to fly there. To 
date, United has not explained what this means. 

7. For instance, I can fly to Barbados, Peru, South Africa, the Turks & 
Caicos, and many other countries as a tourist on a United plane with proof of a 
negative COVID-19 test. In fact, I can fly to these countries using my United non-
revenue pass benefits. Yet, United has decided that I may not work any flights to 
these (and many other) countries, despite my willingness to provide such test 
results to United before any such flights. 

8. Such broad restrictions have and will continue to have major effects on 
my work and home life. The restrictions limit my ability to bid for my monthly 
flight schedules, thereby reducing my time at home with my family and the quality 
of life my seniority affords simply because I choose to honor my faith. 

9. For nearly 20 years, I have flown international trips. These trips are 
more lucrative with greater pay, better schedules, and better quality of life on the 
road. United's arbitrary restrictions eliminate my ability to bid on any such 
flights. 

10. Specifically, I am unable to bid for and fly these more lucrative 
international trips because of my vaccination status. Instead, I may only bid 
domestic routes. This significantly affects my life. Domestic trips are much shorter 
than international trips, and thus I not only have to work twice as many flights to 
receive the same income, I must also fly more days. 

11. For example, in the years before United placed me on indefinite unpaid 
leave, I predominately flew to Taiwan, which is a 4-day trip worth approximately 
25:30 and has per diem of $188.52. In any given month, I would fly three trips to 
Taiwan-requiring me to work 12 days in the month. Now, I am forced to fly 
domestic routes to Honolulu. Those flights are 3-day trips only worth 
approximately 11 :25 hours with a per diem of only $92.00. To receive the same 
pay I received before I was placed on indefinite unpaid leave, I must now fly 7 
Honolulu trips in a month requiring me to work 21 days, instead of my previous 12 
days per month. 

12. In addition to the lost days with my family, this presents significant 
financial harm. International flying requires United pay an "international override" 
of $2.00 per hour. Because most international flying includes night hours, flight 
attendants also receive an extra $0.50 per night hour. This amounts to 
approximately $134 per Taiwan flight that I am restricted from flying-or 
approximately $400 per month. 

13. Moreover, most domestic trips have early morning check-in 
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requirements. This means that I must travel to San Francisco (where I am based) 
the night prior to my trip, unlike flights to Taiwan, which depart later and allow me 
to travel to San Francisco the same day as my flight. Being required to leave a day 
early every time I report to work further diminishes the time away from family, 
and requires me to pay for a hotel room for that night. Additionally, because I will 
fly more days domestically, I will be required to fly some "back-to-back" trips, 
which also requires me to stay in hotels between trips. In both cases, I must pay 
for these hotels solely because I am being forced into these domestic routes. · 

14. Accordingly, by not being able to work the international flights that my 
seniority would otherwise afford me, I am losing significant income solely due to 
United's arbitrary rules and increasing my expenses due to more commuting days 
to travel to San Francisco on my days off work. 

15. United is also stripping me of the value of my seniority. International 
trips such as flights to Taiwan are "long-haul" flights that afford longer rest periods 
on layovers. Many use this time to do personal business, training, accomplish 
company online business, exercise, and rest. These are benefits that I have earned 
through my lengthy career with United, and losing the ability to use this time to do 
business and training means that I must give up even more time at home on my 
days off from work. 

16. Through this, I am again being forced to choose between income and 
family because of my religious beliefs. 

1 7. Importantly, I understand that I would not be able to fly to a country 
that requires proof of vaccination for entry. But there are very few countries that 
impose such requirements, and United has set forth a much broader list of countries 
to which I may not fly. Contrary to the March 10 communication, United is clearly 
not welcoming me back to the position I left. 

I declare, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and accurate. 

Date . 4 -f.o - ,tlOZ2-
Genise Kincannon 
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Begin forwarded message: 

From: HR Communication <hr.communication@united.com> 
Date: March 14, 2022 at 12:53:44 PM CDT 
To: " Kincannon, Genise" <Genise.Kincannon@united.com> 
Subject: Welcoming you back from RAP 
Reply-To: hr.communication@united.com 

Dear Flight Attendants: 

Great news! We're thrilled to begin the process of welcoming you back from your 
temporary leave of absence now that the pandemic appears to be meaningfully 
receding. 

Here is some important information for your return, which is effective March 28, 2022: 

Returning from a Leave of Absence 

In order to end your leave of absence and return to active status, you must complete the 
following steps in the following order: 

1. Receive a medical clearance from United Medical (if required). 
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2. Complete a DOT Staffing Clearance if LOA is over 365 calendar days. 
3. Attend any required training. 
4. Fly a trip, sit a day of Reserve, or engage in a contractual schedule change 

(e.g., trip trade, personal drop (PTO), etc.) 

Until such time as you have completed these steps, you remain on inactive status. A 
representative from FAST will contact you via your Company email in the coming weeks if 
further action is needed from you to complete these steps. 

Training Qualifications and TSA Mandated Clearance 

If it is determined that you must take additional actions to bring your TSA mandates and 
training requirements up to date, you will be contacted by FAST via your Company email 
in the coming weeks. If your qualifications have lapsed during your absence, you will be 
assigned Requalification RQ19 training; a representative from the FAST team will be 
contacting you to schedule your training. 

Please note that there are required CST courses that need to be completed prior to 
attending your RQ Class. A detailed RQ Preparation Guide document is available on 
Flying Together > My Work> CQ/RQ > RQ Preparation Guide. 

To check your qualification status, go to CCS >Training > Training Qualifications/Due 
month. If you have any questions regarding your qualification status, please email 
lnflightServiceTraining@united.com. 

Schedule Bidding 

If your CQ qualifications are current, and you meet all other requirements to return to 
flying as an active employee, you are eligible for a schedule. 

• March schedule 
• You are eligible to receive a pro-rated schedule for March 28-31 . If 

you would like to fly in March, you must send an email to NQ-
HelpHub@united.com by March 17 @ 0800 Central Time to initiate 
this process. We will review your seniority date and determine your 
eligibility for either a line holder schedule or reserve schedule. 

• If you are a Lineholder, your master schedule will be set up 
for you to pick up flying on your own through contractual 
methods (trade, open flying request, etc). There will be no 
minimum requirement of hours to pick up. 

• If you are a reserve, your two reserve days of availability w ill 
be March 30 & 31. 

NOTE: If you do not request a pro-rated schedule according to the above 
steps, you are forgoing pay for March. 

• Apri l schedule 
• You will be included in the regular Apri l bid award process. Please 

place a bid on file prior to bids closing on March 17 @ 08:00 HDT; 
note that restrictions on flying (including vaccination requirements) 
for the destinations we serve continue to apply. 
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If your CQ qualifications have lapsed during this leave, you will not be eligible to receive a 
schedule until meeting all return-to-work requirements. You will not be awarded a 
schedule until the following are met: 

1. Medical clearance (if required) has been received, approved, and 
processed by FAST prior to 16:00 CST on the sixteenth(16th) of the month 
preceding the primary award. 

2. Your clearance to RTW confirms a date prior to the first day of the schedule 
month. 

3. You are fully qualified to fly or, if training is required, have enrolled in a class 
and training will be completed by the fifteenth (15th) of the current schedule 
month 

Whether you meet the above requirements or not, we recommend that you submit a bid 
for the April prior to bids closing on March 17@ 08:00 HOT. Although you will not be 
awarded a schedule until completion of return-to-work requirements, your line award 
number will be recorded and used to determine the type of schedule you will have upon 
your return (line holder or reserve) should you elect to fly. 

For more information on bidding upon completion of the return-to-work process, please 
refer to the Leave of Absence Packet (Flying Together > My Work > lnflight 
Administration (FAST) > Sick Leave and Leave of Absence > LOA Packet). 

Special COLA 

A Special COLA is being offered for April. The number of Special COLAs awarded or base 
locations have not been determined. All active, currently qualified flight attendants are 
eligible to participate. 

To apply for the Special COLA, go to CCS >Leaves > Special COLA> New Request. 
Special COLA bids close on Tuesday, March 15th at 08:00 a.m. Central Time, and 
awards will be posted before April bid month begins. 

More information on the April Special COLA program is available on Flying Together > 
My Work > Crew Scheduling > Partnerships, COLAs, and Jobshares. 

Medical Clearance 

If you are unable to return on March 28, 2022 due to your own medical condition, you 
must substantiate your medical condition by either faxing a completed Absence Certificate 
from your treating physician to United Medical at 847-700-2600, or submitting it through 
Help Hub, no later than March 28, 2022. Your treating physician must provide United 
Medical with your medical facts or restrictions to support your inability to return, treatment 
plan, dates of office visits, prognosis and expected return to work date. Failure to 
substantiate your medical condition by the above deadline will be considered your failure 
to return to service and you will be separated from United Airl ines at that time. 

Company Materials 

Parking 
To obtain a parking permit, please contact your Base Supervisor via 800-FLT-LINE, option 
6. 
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LINK Devices 
Flight attendants returning from RAP leaves of absence should have kept their LINK 
devices. Prior to your March 28 return, or scheduled training, your LINK device will be 
activated if needed. 

CREW Badging 
If your CREW badge has expired during your leave, please contact your Base Supervisor 
via 800-FLT-LINE, option 6 to determine how to obtain a new badge. 

Expectations Moving Forward 

All flight attendants who need requalification training must complete all necessary pre-
work and attend training as scheduled by the Flight Attendant Support Team 
(FAST). Please note that failure to comply with these instructions may lead to discipline up 
to and including discharge from the company. 

If you have any questions or have any extenuating circumstances which would preclude 
you from attending training, you must speak to your base supervisor (voicemail will not 
suffice) as soon as possible in order to obtain permission to be rescheduled. 

If you have additional questions on your return-to-work process, please refer to the Leave 
of Absence Packet (Flying Together > My Work> lnflight Administration (FAST) > 
Sick Leave and Leave of Absence> LOA Packet) or reach out to the lnflight 
Administration Team (FAST) at inflightadminadmin@united.com. 

Please note that even as cases decline on a local or national level, other safety 
accommodations may continue to apply, including wearing masks on board aircraft and in 
all areas of airports, regular COVI D-19 testing and restrictions on flying based on 
requirements for the destinations we serve. On the ground, the CDC recommends you 
consider COVID-19 Community Levels when making a personal choice about mask 
wearing. If another variant emerges or the COVID-19 cases trend upward, we will 
reevaluate our safety protocols at that time to ensure we're doing everything we can to 
keep you and your colleagues safe. 

Thank you so much for your dedication to United during what has been a time of 
unparalleled change. You are a highly valued member of this incredible team, and we're 
looking forward to seeing you again very soon! 

©2022 United Airlines. All rights reserved. 
The information contained in this message may be confidential. Any unauthorized use, 

dissemination or copying of this communication is prohibited . 

United Airlines I 233 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, I L 60601 
Unsubscribe genise.kincannon@united.com 

Update Profile I Constant Contact Data Notice 
Sent to genise.kincannon@united.com by hr.communication@united.com 
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From: lnTheKnow <intheknow @united.com> 
Date: March 29, 2022 at 12:12:12 PM CDT 
Subject: Welcome back: Returning to work, United together 

Returning to work, 
United together 

UNITED~ 

We are so excited to welcome you back and flying with us 
again! While you've been away, we've implemented several 
updates across safety, service and our operation in order to 
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provide the best possible service to our customers and the 
safest, most effective working environment for our flight 
attendants at United . This document will provide you with a 
brief overview and helpful links to these changes. 

As you review, please note and ask any questions you have for 
us. We are here to make your transition back to flying as 
smooth as possible. 

Again, welcome back! 

Across the company 
and in our airports 

Wash, wash and wash again: We're continuing to remind 
everyone of the importance of frequent hand washing and are 
making hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipes available. Learn 
more here. 

Daily wellness checks: Please continue wellness checks and 
take your temperature twice a day while on duty (before 
reporting to work and at/near the end of your duty day) and 
anytime you feel feverish. For more information on how to 
perform a wellness check, click here. 

Ready-to-fly checklist: Customers still must acknowledge they 
don't have symptoms for COVID-19 and agree to follow our 
policies. Learn more here. 

The COVID-19 International Restrictions page and the 
Documentation page are valuable resources to help you 
prepare for international trips. Check out the International 
Restriction page to review COVID-19 specific information such 
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as required health forms, pre-departure testing and layover 
information broken down by country (please note, some 
international destinations may require a vaccination). The 
Documentation page is your source for crew and customer 
Customs and Immigration form requirements. 

Agent on Demand (AOD): This service, already a customer 
favorite, is the recent winner of a CIO award. Read more here. 

While flying 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) on all flights: We 
added disinfectant wipes, increased the number of gloves 
boarded by 25% and added alcohol-based sanitizer to lavatory 
tote kits. PPE kits are provided with additional suppl ies (masks, 
gloves, hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes and hand soap) for 
flight attendants working on all current international flights. 
Learn more here. 

Hand sanitizer: Hand sanitizer stations are installed on most 
mainline aircraft, making alcohol-based sanitizer available to all 
customers and crew throughout the fl ight. Learn more here. 

Required masks: Wearing a face covering/mask is sti ll 
required for the safety of our customers and fellow flight 
attendants. It is considered an essential crew member duty 
item. Learn more here. 

Service changes: As more customers return to the skies and 
we see travel restrictions lift, we have made some changes to 
our service in domestic and international markets. 
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• We've reintroduced a "Welcome Beverage" in our 
premium cabin on al l domestic and international markets. 
Learn more here. 

• To provide an efficient and personalized experience, we 
have been testing a reengineered United Polaris three-
step main meal service in our International markets. With 
the feedback received from our flight attendants and 
customers, we are launching the three-step main meal 
service on select routes - IAD/EWR/ORD/SFO to/from 
India and Tel Aviv along with IAD/IAH/ORD/EWR to/from 
FRA - starting April 1. Learn more here. 

• We resumed pouring of beverages in all cabins, 
provisioning liquor minis in economy on domestic markets, 
buy-on-board and fresh food cart, and moved from offering 
three snack choices in United economy domestically to 
two compl imentary snacks. 

• Our contactless payment method has expanded to support 
the services above for customers to purchase alcohol and 
Choice Menu items on domestic, Canada and Latin 
America fl ights (501 miles or more). Fresh food is also 
available for purchase with contactless payment (1501 
miles or more, exceptions: long haul Hawaii). We have 
also reinstated compl imentary food and beverages for 
GS/1 K on fl ights with food and beverages for sale. Within 
the premium cabin, we've reintroduced the lnflight Service 
app Meals module to col lect customer meal orders on 
domestic routes. To provide you with the most current 
service procedures, we've created documents such as the 
lnfl ight Service Guide, available on Flying Together and 
within Link on the Content app. 

Aircraft: With recent changes to aircraft assignments on 
certain routes, the likelihood of you operating a door on an 
aircraft you haven't flown in a while has increased . We 
strongly encourage you to review door procedures before 
each flight, and it's required when there has been a 60-day 
lapse in working a specific aircraft type. Please review the 
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videos located in the DoorOperation app on your Link, as well 
as the procedures located in the eFAOM. Treat every aircraft 
door as safety equipment by conducting appropriate safety 
checks and following proper door arming/disarming procedures. 
Remember to SLOW DOWN and always Stop, Drop and 
Review prior to touching any door. If at any time during the door 
arming or disarming process a disruption or interruption occurs, 
DO NOT CONTINUE any door action. The process begins 
again with Stop, Drop and Review. It is your door, your 
slide, your responsibility. It is important to remember that you 
should not touch the door operating handle while arming or 
disarming the door. Big handles mean big problems! 

Preflight safety checks: Use your eFAOM for all preflight 
safety checks - it's a requirement and helps ensure nothing is 
missed . Make sure you review the entire flight attendant table 
for your assigned position in the eFAOM. Some critical safety 
information will be found in the "Additional Responsibi lities" 
section (exit row verification, stowaway search responsibil ities, 
etc.). 

SOPs: Based on flight attendant feedback, we added a 
document to the Content app that lists all changes in each 
eFAOM Bulletin and Revision since the beginning of 2020. Visit 
Link> Content app > lnflight > eFAOM PDF> eFAOM Bulletins 
- Revision Summaries. 

COVID-19 Announcement Guide: With all of the frequent 
changes to our service and safety procedures throughout the 
pandemic, we have implemented a quicker way to update our 
onboard announcements. The COVID-19 Announcement 
Guide, located in the Manuals app, is now the most up-to-date 
version of the announcements. Once synced, the special guide 
will appear at the bottom of the Manuals app homepage (note: 
you'll need to scroll to the bottom of the listed manuals). DO 
NOT USE the eFAAB until told otherwise - the eFAAB does 
not currently address our most critical COVID-related 
announcements like the mask mandate and cleaning 
enhancements. 
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Link: Because you take your Link on the go with you at all 
times, follow these helpful tips on how to properly clean and 
disinfect your Link. 

Link-to-Link is now available in the premium cabin with in the 
Meals module on domestic narrowbody flights that offer a meal 
service. Ensure that you have Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enabled 
when using the Meals module to share customer meal order 
information with crew members in the premium cabin. 

Contactless payment now allows our customers to purchase 
snack and beverage items via a stored credit card, miles and a 
PayPal QR code that customers can generate on their personal 
devices. 

Priority flights: United launched a new initiative, Priority 
fl ights. Priority flights are fl ights throughout the day that, when 
delayed, can have a significant impact on other downline flights. 
These flights will be indicated with a "P" symbol within the Flight 
Info app. Learn more here. 

On-time performance is the greatest driver of our Net Promoter 
Score (NPS). Remember, working together with CSRs and your 
fellow flight attendants is key to ensuring an on-time departure. 
Minutes matter - use 10 - 5 - 0 to help you stay on track with 
the departure sequence to get the door closed and pushed 
back on time. 

Bonus Bucks: Applications can be found within the liquor 
drawer in the premium cabin on all flights, including 
international. The best window of time to make the 
announcement and walk the aisle with appl ications is either 
after service/initial pick or 45 minutes before landing. As an 
ongoing reminder, we stopped collecting appl ications and have 
removed lockboxes from all airports. For customers who 
complete a paper application, please encourage them to mail 
them in for free via USPS. 

Pre-Recorded Announcements (PRAMs): PRAMs have been 
reintroduced on all international widebody and B757-200 
(75B/S) aircraft. A user guide and step-by-step procedures 
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document has been provided in the Content app (lnflight > 

PRAMs). 

Service Line Checks (SLC): The SLC program has gone 
through a refresh. Since launching our refreshed Service Line 
Check (SLC) program in March 2021 , we completed over 1,000 
SLCs. We plan to continue growing th is successful program 
throughout 2022 with an update to the checklist that's 
customized to each fl ight. This allows us to pinpoint route-
specific data and trends. We have also implemented 
customized post-flight messages that will be sent to crews that 
have been on a flight where a SLC was performed. For more 
information on what is included in an SLC, refer to the SLC 
Checklist on Content App - lnflight > Checklists. 

Tidying: Cabin cleanliness is a key component of customer 
satisfaction. The work you do to tidy the aircraft during the fl ight 
greatly contributes to overall cabin cleanliness, so we want to 
make sure you have the tools you need . Tidying tools are 
available on all mainline aircraft. The tidying tools are located in 
the lavatory kit and contain the following: Tongs, which can be 
used to collect trash on floors and compact trash, a dustpan 
and handheld broom, which can be used to sweep up debris, 
glass or other refuse. Please use caution when sweeping up 
glass. When the dustpan and handheld broom is used for glass, 
they should not be reused. Tidying items are stowed in a 
resealable plastic bag. When using an item, break the seal on 
the outside and remove the item from the resealable bag. 
Lavatory tidy checks are conducted every 30 minutes to restock 
supplies and spray deodorizer. To enhance the tidiness of the 
lavatories for cust omers and flight attendants, make sure one 
of the 30-minute tidying checks is accomplished after the main 
meal service, in between crew rest breaks and before the pre-
arrival service. 

Tidying announcement: We have also updated our eFAAB to 
include an updated tidying announcement: "We frequently tidy 
the restrooms, but if you see one that needs attention, please 
let us know." If a customer notifies you that a lavatory needs 
attention, check the lavatory and tidy it based on our current 
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tidying policy. If the lavatory requ ires additional care outside of 
the fl ight attendant tidying responsibilities, mark the lavatory as 
"Out of service" using one of the lavatory temporarily out of 
service placards located in the lnfl ight Customer Kit. For more 
information on these tools as well as our updated tidy policy, 
refer to Content App> Tidying Tools. You can also refer to the 
individual Staffing Sheets for more information on 
responsi bi I ities. 

We've updated our uniform appearance standards to better 
create a more inclusive culture at our airports, in our offices and 
on board our aircraft. For more information and to review the 
latest changes to our lnfl ight standards, please click here. 

lnflight bases 

We've restructured our Base team to better support you and 
our operational excellence. You may notice more supervisors, 
managers and Base leaders planeside. The team is there to 
support you and our partners in Airport Operations to ensure 
you have the tools needed to facilitate on-time departures. 

Our Supervisor on Demand program ensures you will reach an 
lnflight supervisor who will be able to assist you if the 
Concierge Desk is unable to answer your call if you call your 
base directly or through FL TLINE. By rerouting your call to one 
of our Supervisors on Demand, we can ensure you the fastest 
support possible. As always, if you have a specific question for 
your base team, please call or email your supervisor directly. 
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Training and FAST 

Equipping training centers: Deep cleaning is accomplished at 
all training centers. In addition, we've also increased the 
cleaning frequency to disinfect and sanitize al l touchpoints and 
surfaces. 

Following current government requ irements, train ing centers 
located with in airport property (EWR, IAH, GUM and SFO), 
require mask usage at al l times while in training. A set of PPE, 
consisting of face masks and gloves, will be provided to each 
attendee. Hand sanitizer stations have been added to all 
training centers. 

Additional equipment: We have a one-to-one ratio of 
emergency equipment such as CPR mannequins and PBEs to 
avoid unnecessary touchpoints. 

To set you up for success, please visit our Training and 
Qualifications page on Flying Together to find all information 
and learning resources to prepare you for training. 

We will be holding the majority of Requal ification Training (RQ) 
for our fl ight attendants who are returning to work from a 
reasonable accommodation at the IAH Training Center. The 
FAST team will contact you with further training logistics by the 
first week of April. Please be patient as they work through the 
assignment process. 
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International Purser program 

The monthly opt-out window has changed to close on the 12th 
of each month instead of the 5th. 

Updated reports are posted on Flying Together on the 
International Purser page. Reports include monthly seniority 
list, calendar and waitlist (surplus and transfer). Additionally, 
you can view the reports on the Content app under the 
International Purser link. 

Each International Purser (IP) receives one (1) compl imentary 
IP tie/scarf each year. For 2022, you may order up to two (2) 
additional ties/scarves using your points, for a total of three (3) 
ties/scarves. You must complete the male form or female form 
on the IP home page and present it to your supervisor to sign 
and send to Cintas. 

Exciting news! Our International Purser Program is growing. 
We are training new pursers from BOS, EWR, GUM, IAD, IAH, 
LAX, LHR, ORD, and SFO th is spring in preparation for the 
return of our international flying. Please join us in welcoming 
our newest group of onboard leaders. 

A redesigned monthly newsletter has been introduced and it's 
called, International Purser Insights. This newsletter will be 
sent by your base International Purser (IP) Supervisor and will 
consist of "program updates" along with "local updates." 

Link reminders 
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• Ensure that you have the latest appl ications and iOS 
version updated to your Link device. You can find the 
latest app and iOS versions here. 

• Content app: We've replaced Content Locker with an all-
new Content app. Tap here to learn more. 

• Link data service - Your Link's data plan will automatically 
be restored prior to your return-to-work date. No action is 
needed from your end . If you are having issues with data 
service prior to your return-to-work date, please reach out 
to your base supervisor. 

Please do not contact the IT service desk for this 
support. 

• Link/Sled Recovery Protection Plan : Enroll in the Link/Sled 
Recovery Protection Plan for loss/theft replacement 
protection. Opt-in with the approval of your base by going 
to Link/Sled Recovery Protection Plan - Outside 
Enrollment Period within Help Hub . 

.. , •. ,_ - .... • 
Additional resources 

KCM: Please review the information located here in the event 
your KCM access is no longer working, or you no longer have 
your card/fob 

COVID-19 Coordination Center: We've transitioned support 
for flight attendants affected by COVID-19 to the employee 
service center (ESC). Please review the knowledge article here 
for more information and to submit a HelpHub case. 
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lnflight Duty Manager (IFDM): IFDM leaders are available 
24/7 to support you with health concerns or operational issues 
that occur away from base or after base hours. 

Trips to ACC or LOS: Yellow fever vaccination is required 
when operating trips to either Accra, Ghana (ACC) or Lagos, 
Nigeria (LOS). A malaria vaccination is recommended only for 
LOS. Getting a yellow fever vaccine is mandatory for all flight 
attendants based at IAD. Any fl ight attendant not based at IAD 
can pick up an ACC or LOS trip out-of-base, but must have 
yellow fever vaccine information loaded in CCS before the 
pickup will be processed. For more information on yellow fever 
and malaria vaccination (including medical exemption) please 
see the safety alerts titled Vaccinations required for resumption 
of service to Accra. Ghana or Vaccinations required for Lagos. 
Nigeria. 

© 2022 United Airlines, Inc. All rights reserved. 

The information contained in this publication may be confidential. 
Any unauthorized use, dissemination or copying of this message is prohibited. 
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